
 

The Minions like to party. Glorious day, cinema Minion watching a gigantic brawl with no beginning or end. Set off on a
globetrotting adventure to find the missing pieces of their world-famous monument - and save all of Minionkind!

A must-have for every minion fan: Play as the awkward, lovable and extremely well-meaning yellow guys and show 'em what
you're made of in this deliciously zany 2D side-scrolling action platformer. Accompanied by your hilarious and loyal pal Bob. •
Play as the Minions in their eponymous movie! Each mission is based on one of the movie's scenes. • Over 100 mini-games!
The most hilarious of all time! • From cinema to mini-game! Test your skills against the world's best Minions!

The Minions are leaving for their biggest adventure ever. Join them on the road to victory. Jump, dodge, throw and blast your
way through 30 action-packed missions where you'll test all your Minion skills.

Technical Details: Minion Games is a company that was founded by lead programmer and musician Henrique Olifiers (Muse,
Dragonforce) and lead artist Paulo Gomes (FameLab). The company was incorporated in October 2005, is based in Cambridge,
Massachusetts and is developing its first title for PlayStation Home.

Who are the Minions? They are yellow beings which resemble human beings, but have no hair with three large fingers instead of
five. Their language is very similar to English. Minions are small creatures who work for Gru. They are capable of doing
household tasks such as cleaning, cooking and child care , but also have some combat abilities - they carry around an arsenal of
guns with which to combat their opponents. However, they are not exactly the smartest creatures, and have a tendency to argue
amongst themselves. They are also curious beings - during the day they can be seen investigating their surroundings, but at night
Gru takes care to lock them in because if caught at night they would sabotage every appliance in sight.

Minions started life as a yellow ball of fluff in Despicable Me. This was soon changed to yellow spheres, due to the fact that it
was much simpler for general audiences to understand. It was further developed into an entire race of small yellow creatures
with large heads, similar to human babies. 

Minions are also able to blend into their background and become invisible for a short while, allowing them to evade certain
danger. Minions have the ability to form themselves into the shape of a rocket and blast themselves forward at great speed,
which can prove an effective attack.

The Minions originated from Gru's childhood: They were originally one single-celled yellow-colored creature that was
considered an annoyance. However it began multiplying rapidly, becoming more powerful with each division; Gru soon
banished them from his laboratory only for many more of these creatures to appear over time.
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